BRYAN IVORY (K48-52)
He was born on 2 June 1935 and on leaving the College attended the Northern
Polytechnic in London before qualifying as a Quantity Surveyor. In 1958 he
married and emigrated to Canada to start a new life. Living in Toronto he initially
worked as an Estimator for general contracting firms and qualified as an associate
for the Canadian Institute of Quantity Surveyors. In 1966,Bryan and his family
moved to the States to explore further work opportunities and eventually settled
in Boston, Massachusetts. After 30 years with Turner Construction Company,
heading up the engineering department, he retired to North Carolina.
While in Boston, model railroading had been his main interest, until he became fascinated by the fast growing
hobby of modeling historical miniature figures. However, he soon found out there was more to the hobby than
painting a few little models. There was much to learn and research!
Figures are made of either white metal or resin : they are sculptured by various artists and manufactured both
in Europe and USA. The scale of each range from 75mm/3in up to 120mm/4.7in. Each modeller has their own
preference as to the type of paint they use and their method of approach. Over the years Brian has found that
the following has worked best for him :1.

Clean all metal parts with vinegar to remove any impurities. Remove all molding seams and fill holes.

2.

Make sure all parts fit together properly.

3.

Prime paint the separate parts of the figure with a thin good opaque primer.

4.

Paint the separate parts of the kit with acrylic paints, close to the colour of the desired finish. This may you
“get to know” the figures and each of its particular characteristics.

5.

Finish paint using artists oil paints

6.

Assemble figure.

He likes to paint the face and exposed body parts of a figure first. This way it starts to give life to the figure….
and if you mess up you can do it over again! As far as brushes are concerned, he says to buy the best you can
afford and his preference is for Windsor & Newton Series 7, which he treasures and looks after like gold.
The display stands for both the figures and boats he makes and finishes himself. The brass title plates he has
made at a local engravers. All in all, it takes about 30-40 hours to do a figure, depending on the complexity.
You can see pictures of a number of Bryan’s figures below, but he has an amusing story behind the Grenadier
Guardsman riding on a camel on page 3. He says “An article I read in the Historical Miniatures Magazine
suggested using a heated crock pot to accelerate the drying time of oil paint, which can take 2-3 days or more
to dry. It also dried a nice matt finish. Well, I tried this with the camel, but I unfortunately didn’t set the timer
and got distracted by a rugby game on the TV. When I returned the poor old camel had keeled over and bent
all the legs!! Not wanting to waste the Guardsman and camel altogether, I decided he might look just fine
standing in a small stream, or water course. From that point on I always use the timer!! Actually the method
works pretty well.”
Sadly a loss of central vision in his right eye has meant that he has had to give up painting historical military
figures, but he continues work on building model ships. To give an idea of scale, the model of HMS Bounty is
960mm/38in long and is based on a scale of 1:48 with the original ship. In March 2009 he completed work on
the ship Mordaunt. Sadly he says “it is doubtful that I will try another model as my one good eye tires very
easily and its hard to concentrate and focus – sounds like something one of my old teachers would have said!”
is currently under construction and will take another 8-12 months to complete.
See below a collection of photos of some of his brilliant work, finishing off with the ship Mordaunt

TOP LEFT – HMS Bounty scale 1:48, TOP RIGHT – Mordaunt, under construction, BOTTOM – British
armoured launch c 1803

Grenadier Guardsman,
Guards Camel
Regiment.
Gordon Relief
Expedition, Sudan 1884

French Sapper
Highland Piper, Pipe
Major Scots Guards

Sergeant & Rifleman,
95 Regiment of Foot
Retreat from Corunna,
Spanish Pennisular War
1806

TOP LEFT – British Pioneer 1815, TOP RIGHT – Sergeant Life Guards, Wolseley’s Campaign Egypt 1882,
BOTTOM – Lt Bromhead VC 24th Regiment Foot + Zulu Warrier, Dlu Gengwi Regiment, Rorkes Drift Jan 1879

TOP – Sergeant 16th Lancers, Battle of Alival, Sikah War 1846, BOTTOM LEFT – Major Alabama Cavalry,
Confederate States of America, BOTTOM RIGHT – “hawkeye”, Woodland Indian 1760

